
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

September 20, 2021 
 
Jamie A. Pinkham 
Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army, Civil Works 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
108 Army Pentagon 
Washington, DC. 20310 

Sent via email to Jaime.a.pinkham.civ@mail.mil 

Re: South Louisiana Methanol, Army Corps Permit 2014‐00702‐CM and Proposed 
Modification 

Dear Mr. Pinkham:  
We want to first acknowledge and thank you for your leadership in calling for a full 
Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) for the proposed Formosa Plastics petrochemical 
complex in St. James, Louisiana. As many of us raised with you and your staff, while Formosa 
Plastics may be the most polluting project proposed for the Parish (and the country), there are 
numerous other petrochemical facilities actively seeking to establish and expand in this particular 
area, adding to the unacceptable cumulative impacts to nearby communities and environmental 
resources. Many of these projects require a Clean Water Act (“CWA”) section 404 and/or Rivers 
and Harbors Act permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“the Corps”) and we urge you 
scrutinize them collectively, not individually, to accurately assess their cumulative harms 
consistent with governing law, including the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), the 
CWA, and Rivers and Harbors Act.  
One such project just a couple of miles downriver from Formosa Plastics is South Louisiana 
Methanol (“SLM”). SLM is aiming to construct what would be one of the largest methanol 
refineries in the North America1 in the 5th District of St. James Parish, a majority Black 

 
1 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis (Document No. 17363-002E) at 2 (Nov. 8, 2019). 
References cited in this letter may be found as attachments in the Comment Letter from Center for 
Biological Diversity, et al. to Neil T. Gauthier, U.S. Army Corps, re: South Louisiana Methanol Clean 
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community that has been impoverished by industrial emissions and expansion. On its own, the 
facility’s harmful impacts to the health and well-being of the communities in St. James Parish 
would be significant and unacceptable, and violative of CWA section 404(b)(1) guidelines, but 
the cumulative impacts of SLM in Cancer Alley are plainly contrary to the public interest, 
something the Corps is obligated to protect under the CWA.2  
In 2018, the Corps issued CWA 404 permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM to SLM for its methanol 
refining facility,3 and in May 2020, SLM sought modification of that permit in order to add 
major project components (collectively referred to herein as “modification activities”).4  The 
proposed modification activities are all major projects on their own and have been declared by 
SLM to be essential to the viability of the project, making piecemealed application and approval 
inappropriate and unlawful. The proposed activities include a methanol storage terminal 
composed of a rail spur with a rail and truck loading facility, a Panamax vessel-accommodating 
marine loading dock, five 250-foot diameter methanol storage tanks, and multiple access roads. 
The modification activities will impact over 38 acres of wetlands and jurisdictional waters.5 SLM 
will require withdrawals of 13 million gallons per day (“MGD”) of freshwater, in perpetuity, 
from the Gramercy Aquifer, a key freshwater aquifer in St. James Parish.6 Moreover, the 
modification activities will increase the project’s already-high projected emissions of harmful air 
pollutants such as PM2.5, NOx, volatile organic compounds, methanol, and greenhouse gases 
(“GHGs”).7 ”).8 None of the proposed activities were revealed to the Corps when SLM applied 
for the CWA 404 permit issued in 2018, yet now SLM claims that the proposed activities are 
needed to make the project viable. This is improper segmentation.  

The Corps has not yet issued a decision on this proposed modification. 
To our knowledge, the Corps has never conducted a NEPA review of these modification 
activities or the original permitted activities, which included the refining facility itself. This is 

 
Water Act Section 404 Permit Modification Application (MVN 2014‐00702‐CM) (July 14, 2021) 
(“Center 2021 Comment”), attached. References for that letter are available here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qZANMemuq3tAoQekwDWMAZYUFkMQqd4L?usp=sharing. 
2 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(1). 
3 Joint Public Notice, PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OF A METHANOL PRODUCTION FACILITY 
IN ST. JAMES PARISH, MVN 2014-00702-CM at 1 (OCT. 22, 2018), 
https://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/Portals/56/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/2014_00702_PNall.pdf?ver=e
2sEQ-cmU3HN7Pp6W1O7uw%3d%3d (“Proposed Construction Notice”).  
4 Joint Public Notice, PROPOSED MODIFICATION TO A METHANOL PRODUCTION FACILITY 
IN ST. JAMES PARISH, MVN 2014-00702-CM at 1 (May 25, 2020), 
https://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/Portals/56/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/MVN-2014-00702-
CM%20PNALL.pdf?ver=ETjFY4pWsaB5NW9qkhGJtQ%3d%3d (“Permit Modification Notice”). 
5 Permit Modification Notice at 1. 
6 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis (Document No. 17363-002E) at 15 (Nov. 8, 2019). 
7 See PPM Consultants for SLM to Elliott Vega, LDEQ, Environmental Assessment Statement Submittal 
for Title V Modification / PSD Modification Air Permit Application at 3-4 (Oct. 16, 2019) (“The 
proposed SJMP will use eight above-ground storage tanks to store product methanol”) (“2019 Air Permit 
Application”). 
8 See PPM Consultants for SLM to Elliott Vega, LDEQ, Environmental Assessment Statement Submittal 
for Title V Modification / PSD Modification Air Permit Application at 3-4 (Oct. 16, 2019) (“The 
proposed SJMP will use eight above-ground storage tanks to store product methanol”) (“2019 Air Permit 
Application”). 
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unacceptable, because both the underlying permit and modification activities are “major Federal 
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment,” thus warranting a 
comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) encompassing the whole of SLM’s 
project activities.9 
As noted above, we appreciate the leadership you exhibited in August 2021 when you ordered an 
EIS for Formosa Plastics, with special attention to be given to environmental justice concerns.10 
As you stated, “[t]he EIS process will provide opportunities for voices to be heard in an open, 
transparent, and public way.”11 We are requesting the same for SLM’s underlying permit and 
proposed modification.  
For these reasons, the groups on this letter respectfully request that you take immediate action 
by:  

1) suspending and revoking permit MVN-2014-00702-CM;  
2) denying SLM’s proposed modification request;  
3) directing a proper analysis be prepared for the project as a whole to analyze the totality of 
SLM’s activities together under NEPA and the CWA; and 

Once the analysis is complete, we believe that the Corps will determine that there no way in 
which SLM could pass the Corps’ 404(b)(1) guidelines and public interest test, meaning the 
permit must then be denied 

I. Background on SLM’s Permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM and Modification Request  

In October 2018, SLM sought authorization from the Corps to clear, grade, excavate, and place 
fill and aggregate material to construct and maintain a methanol production facility and marine 
terminal on an approximately 1,273-acre site along the Mississippi River in St. James Parish.12 
The proposed site contains jurisdictional forested and herbaceous wetlands and other waters of 
the United States,13 and is located in a predominantly Black residential area in St. James Parish, 
Louisiana. The methanol facility would be adjacent to Welcome Park, which is a large public 
complex that includes a walking path, playground equipment, ball field, all-purpose building that 
is under construction, senior program center, and community meeting hall for District 5. See 
Image 1, below. SLM intends to convert fracked gas into methanol for shipment to the Gulf 
Coast, and potentially overseas, markets, and would be one of the largest methanol facilities in 
North America.14 
In May 2020, SLM sought authorization to modify its earlier permit to construct a methanol 
storage terminal composed of a rail spur with a rail and truck loading facility, marine loading 
dock, five methanol storage tanks, and access roads.15 The modification proposal entails 

 
9 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). 
10 Memorandum for Commanding General, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jamie A. Pinkham, re: 
Formosa Group Chemical Plant Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Referral for Decision (Aug. 
18, 2021) (“Formosa EIS Order”).  
11 Id. 
12 Proposed Construction Notice at 1. 
13 Id.  
14 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis (Document No. 17363-002E) at 2 (Nov. 8, 2019).  
15 Permit Modification Notice at 1.  
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dredging the Mississippi River and depositing material back into the river and elsewhere on 
site.16 The activities will impact over 38 acres of wetlands and jurisdictional waters, identified as 
6.3 acres of wetlands and 32.6 acres of other waters the U.S.17 In addition to these aquatic system 
impacts, SLM intends to withdraw 13 MGD of freshwater, in perpetuity, from the Gramercy 
Aquifer.18 SLM provides no evidence that these massive withdrawals will not harm wetlands and 
jurisdictional waters—as well as people, wildlife, and municipal water supplies.  

 
Further, SLM’s modification activities pose alarming public health and safety risks to nearby 
residents. SLM is seeking to construct five methanol storage tanks—each 250 feet in 
diameter19— within one mile of residences.20 The five storage tanks would be in addition to two 
other storage tanks already permitted, bringing the total to seven massive storage tanks—each 
with the potential to leak, spill, or otherwise discharge into jurisdictional waters and release air 
pollution.21 These project components are especially concerning because as Hurricane Ida 
painfully illustrated, neither industry nor government agencies are prepared for the extreme risk 

 
16 Id.  
17 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 4, 10; see also SLM, Appx. B Mitigation Plan 1 at 4.  
18 SLM, Alternatives and Justification at 15. 
19 La. Dep’t of Nat. Res. & U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, Joint Permit Application P20191180 at 24 (Sheet 
Nos. 14, 15) (Dec. 19, 2019). 
20 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 6, 10. 
21 See PPM Consultants for SLM to Elliott Vega, LDEQ, Environmental Assessment Statement Submittal 
for Title V Modification / PSD Modification Air Permit Application at 4 (Oct. 16, 2019) (“The proposed 
SJMP will use eight above-ground storage tanks to store product methanol”) (“2019 Air Permit 
Application”).  

Image 1: Proximity of SLM to Welcome Park.  
Source: Nolanews.com 
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industrial infrastructure poses to public health and the environment in an era of extreme flooding 
and superstorms.22  
The modification activities also include the construction of a methanol terminal directly next to 
Welcome Park. Several hundred residents from predominantly Black District 5 voiced opposition to 
SLM’s plans from the start, asserting concerns about the “possibility of a leak, fire or explosion” and 
“toxic emissions” that could endanger nearby residences and people who use the public park.23 Petra 
Pless, an environmental engineer and safety specialist, reviewed the modification activities and 
confirmed what the residents’ feared. Dr. Pless found that a methanol terminal and storage facility is 
simply not compatible with the adjacent recreational and residential uses, and that siting an export 
terminal in this area would create safety and health hazards.24 Dr. Pless explains that “[m]ethanol is [] a 
highly flammable and explosive substance and is susceptible to ignition and fire from seasonal lightning 
strikes, and notes the volatile substance has been “involved in catastrophic and lethal industrial and 
transportation incidents in the past.”25 Dr. Pless further explains that “[a] tanker truck accident on the 
main facility road could easily result in ambient concentrations of methanol high enough to cause 
serious injuries or death,” and she also provides a long list of examples of catastrophic events involving 
methanol – including a major explosion at a docked methanol-filled tanker ship.26  
On July 14, 2021, groups joining this letter submitted a comment to Corps Project Manager Neil 
T. Gauthier explaining in greater detail the flaws of SLM’s proposed modification proposal and 
why the Corps must deny the permit modification under the CWA (1) because the Corps failed to 
“comply with section 404(b)(1) guidelines;” and (2) because issuance of the modification “would 
be contrary to the public interest.”27 We invite you to refer to this comment letter for maps and 
additional references describing SLM’s proposed project and its impacts on St. James Parish 
residents and the environment. 

 
 

 

 
22 See, e.g., Feds responding to reports of oil and chemical spills in Gulf of Mexico after Hurricane Ida, 
CBS News (Sept. 2, 2021), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/hurricane-ida-photos-oil-chemical-spill-gulf-
of-mexico-federal-response/; Simms, S., “Ida’s Aftermath Raises Environmental Fears in ‘Cancer 
Alley’”, Bloomberg (Aug. 29, 2021), bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-29/ida-path-through-cancer-
alley-raises-risks-at-chemical-plants.  
23 See Petition of District 5 residents to LDEQ, Dec. 16, 2013, 
https://edms.deq.louisiana.gov/app/doc/view?doc=9126521&ob=yes&child=yes (providing hundreds of 
signatures protesting the location of SLM’s proposed methanol facility).  
24 See Affidavit of Dr. Petra Pless, Nov. 23, 2020, pp. 30-47, 59-63 (Comments on Air Permits for SLM’s 
Proposed Methanol Terminal and Storage Facility), uploaded to the Coastal Use Permit Database on Jan. 11, 2021 
and available here: 
https://sonlite.dnr.state.la.us/sundown/cart_prod/cart_crm_view_cmnt?pcup_num=P20191180&pauthorization=N
&psort=2.  
25 Id. at 39.  
26 Id. 45-60. 
27 See 33 C.F.R. § 323.6(a); see also id. § 320.4(a)(1); see also Center 2021 Comment. 
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II. No Piecemealing of Permits: The Army Corps Must Withdraw Permit MVN 2014‐

00702‐CM and Analyze the Impacts of the Full Project Under All Applicable 
Statutes and Regulations. 

The Corps must unify analyses of SLM’s Methanol Facility (as approved in its original permit) 
and the proposed modification activities under one NEPA analysis. The Corps issued permit 
MVN 2014‐00702‐CM—for activities such as the refinery facility—and is now considering the 
modification activities—which cover such facilities as the Panamax vessel terminal and 
methanol storage tanks—separately. This constitutes unlawful piecemealing of the project. SLM 
itself claims that its project is “not viable” without the modification activities.28 In other words, 
years ago SLM obtained permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM for activities that would not stand on 
their own.  
SLM’s actions are akin to applying for a permit to build an airport terminal and then years later 
asking for another permit to build a runway to serve the terminal next to a park, while knowing 
full well that the full project would not have been approved had it been revealed that the 
necessary runway would be next to a park. Here, it is highly questionable that the Corps would 
have ever approved SLM’s land use application had the company revealed the full plan to build a 
methanol storage next to a public park. Given that the modification activities are a necessary 
component required for a viable project, SLM was required to obtain Corps authorization for that 
portion of the project instead of applying for a terminal-less methanol plant where SLM had no 
way to get the methanol product to market. SLM cannot now try to piggyback the terminal onto 
the failed project by trying to locate the terminal right next to Welcome Park. 
Such piecemealing or segmentation of the project and the evaluation of impacts and public 
interest factors is unlawful and obscures the project’s true direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts from the public and decisionmakers. To faithfully execute its duties, the Corps must start 
over with a new permit application so that it can analyze the impacts of all the project 
components together under NEPA and the CWA.  
An agency impermissibly “segments” NEPA review “when it divides connected, cumulative, or 
similar federal actions into separate projects and thereby fails to address the true scope and 
impact of the activities that should be under consideration.”29 A project without “substantial 
independent utility”—such as the Methanol Facility on its own without the storage and terminal, 
or the storage and terminal facilities on their own—cannot be segmented from the larger project 
as a whole, and instead, the activities are “inextricably intertwined” and require a unified NEPA 
review.30 
SLM’s piecemeal approach is problematic for other reasons, in addition to the unlawful NEPA 
segmentation. For one, SLM’s piecemealing not only obscured the project’s impacts, but likely 
impacted the site selection process. SLM’s Alternatives Analysis for the methanol facility (i.e., 
the original, underlying permit) notes that SLM selected the preferred option, known as LA-5, 
because there would be “limited wetlands impacts.”31 The permit modification activities, 
however, will impact between 22.8 and 38.9 acres of wetlands and jurisdictional waters. Looking 

 
28 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 12.  
29 Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 410 (1976). 
30 See Del. Riverkeeper Network v. FERC, 753 F.3d 1304, 1313-17 (D.C. Cir. 2014). 
31 SLM, Appendix A, Alternatives and Other Measures at 2.  
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back at the SLM’s original explanation for why it selected the location in St. James Parish, up to 
38.9 acres of wetlands and jurisdictional waters impacted will mean the project’s wetlands 
impacts will be larger than the alternatives SLM originally considered. This means that SLM 
may have chosen a different site altogether had it also factored in the impacts from the later-
proposed modification activities.32  
Moreover, SLM claims in its modification application that it requires “facilities capable of 
storing methanol” and “conduits to existing transportation infrastructure to deliver methanol 
“[t]o achieve the project objective.”33 But SLM did not declare these so-called necessary and 
major components when it applied for its original permit. SLM’s original, permitted project was 
therefore not viable because it lacked methanol storage and transport, and therefore the original 
section 404 permit and all associated analyses must be declared invalid and instead, the whole 
project—meaning the activities described in the original permit and the modification activities at 
issue now—need to be considered as part of a new section 404 permit.  

III. A Comprehensive, Unified Analysis of SLM’s Activities Will Demonstrate that 
Permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM and the Proposed Modification Activities Violate the 
CWA Guidelines and Are Contrary to the Public Interest   

The Corps may not approve a permit that is not consistent with the CWA Section 404(b)(1) 
guidelines and the Clean Water Act Section 404 and Rivers and Harbors Act Section 10 public 
interest test.34 SLM’s permit and proposed modification activities have not demonstrated 
compliance with either and the Corps must therefore not allow SLM’s project to move forward. 
As noted, the groups on this letter submitted an extensive comment letter to the Corps in July 
2021 explaining why SLM’s permit violates the CWA.35 This letter is incorporated by reference, 
and we urge you to refer to it for more detail. Below are brief summaries of the reasons provided 
in that letter for why the Corps must revoke SLM’s permit and deny its requested modifications.  

A. Permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM and the modification activities violate CWA section 
404(b)(1) guidelines in the following ways:  

a) SLM has not demonstrated that there are no practicable alternatives. The 404(b)(1) 
guidelines prohibit discharges of dredged or fill material “if there is a practicable 
alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less adverse impact.”36 Permit 
MVN 2014‐00702‐CM and the proposed modification fail the practicable alternatives test 
in several ways, which mean the Corps cannot lawfully approve them. First, SLM’s 
rationale for selecting its preferred alternative in siting the facility falls apart once the 
permit modification activities are taken into account. Second, SLM failed to substantiate 
claims—such as that it requires 30 days of methanol storage, and needs a terminal that 
fits Panamax vessels—that guided its alternatives assessment and selection of preferred 
sites. Third, while SLM claims that they “created sufficient distance from the facility to 

 
32 Id. 
33 Id. at 4. This is underscored by SLM’s own assertion that, “Without a means to store and transport 
methanol,” the entire Methanol Facility project “is not viable.” Id. at 12. 
34 33 C.F.R. § 323.6(a); see also id. § 320.4(a)(1). 
35 See Center 2021 Comment.  
36 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a).   
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the fence line to minimize impact outside of the property boundary,”37 here “sufficient” 
means within a mile of residences, schools, and churches, and adjacent to a public park, 
and that small distance is unacceptable to residents in St. James Parish and should be 
unacceptable to the Corps.38 Finally, SLM’s alternatives analysis does not disclose where 
the other proposed site locations were located, meaning there is no way to evaluate why 
SLM chose a site in an environmental justice community, and whether another alternative 
would be practicable.39 

b) SLM’s proposed activities will cause or contribute to significant degradation of the 
environment. The section 404(b)(1) guidelines prohibit the Corps from issuing a section 
404 permit when the proposed activities threaten to degrade waters of the United States 
through harmful effects to values such as municipal water supplies, water quality, aquatic 
ecosystems, federally listed species, other fish and wildlife, and human health and 
welfare.40 The proposed modification activities for permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM 
threaten harm to each of these values, meaning that the Corps must deny the application.  

B. Permit MVN 2014‐00702‐CM and the modification activities are contrary to the public 
interest in the following ways: 

a) SLM’s activities will contribute to environmental racism and worsen public 
health. There is a strong public interest in preventing environmental racism and 
promoting environmental justice, and in that context the Corps must consider the 
proposed project’s impacts on already-overburdened communities in Cancer Alley.41 
More specifically, the Corps must give weight to the foreseeable detriments to 
residents in St. James Parish’s 5th District, where SLM is proposing to build, and 
which is an already overindustrialized and predominately Black and impoverished 
community.42 SLM’s project will be located approximately one mile from the 

 
37 SLM, Appendix A, Alternatives and Other Measures at 2. 
38 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 9. 
39 See Terrell, Kimberley A. Ph.D., et al., Toxic Air Pollution and Cancer in Louisiana, Tulane University 
Law School at 15 (June 2021), 
https://law.tulane.edu/sites/law.tulane.edu/files/u1625/LTR%20Cancer%20Rates%20v%20Pollution-
Related%20Risk%202021-6-21%20FINAL_0.pdf (describing the pollution burden in Cancer Alley, 
where SLM is proposing to locate).  
40 40 C.F.R. § 230.12(a)(3)(ii); see also id. § 230.10 (b),(c).  
41 The public interest review is intentionally broad and should include all relevant issues that could impact 
the environment, human health, and natural resources. See 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(1) (“All factors which 
may be relevant to the proposal must be considered including the cumulative effects thereof: among those 
are . . . .”) (emphasis added); see Water Works & Sewer Bd. v. United States Dep’t of Army, 983 F. Supp. 
1052, 1075 n17 (N.D. Ala. 1997) (“This is not an exhaustive list, but solely an indicator of the factors that 
the Corps may find relevant to consider.”); Hough v. Marsh, 557 F. Supp. 74, 86 (D. Mass. 1982) (“This 
[public interest] provision recites a non-exhaustive list of some sixteen factors . . . .”); see also Younes, L. 
“In a Notoriously Polluted Area of the Country, Massive New Chemical Plants Are Still Moving In,” Pro 
Publica (2019), https://projects.propublica.org/louisiana-toxic-air/ (explaining Cancer Alley).  
42 U.S. Census Bureau, Quickfacts: Louisiana (2020), https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/LA; U.S. 
Census Bureau, Quickfacts: St. James Parish (2020), 
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/stjamesparishlouisiana. The 5th District of St. James Parish is 93% 
Black, St. James parish overall is only 49% Black, and the state of Louisiana is just 32.8% Black. Id.  
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majority Black community of Welcome and within five miles of several other 
majority Black communities, including St. James, and directly next to a public park 
that serves District 5. Studies have shown that the people who live in this area are 
disproportionately exposed to major air toxics, rendering this a “region of excessively 
high cancer risk.”43 In June 2021, researchers at Tulane University conducted the first 
statewide assessment of the relationship between cancer incidence rates and toxic air 
pollution in Louisiana.44 They concluded that “higher levels of toxic air pollution 
were linked to higher cancer rates among Louisiana’s most impoverished 
communities,45 and “predominantly Black, impoverished communities generally had 
higher cancer rates than predominantly white, impoverished communities.”46 SLM’s 
application for its Clean Air Permit reveals that the facility will release pollutants that 
are detrimental to public health, including acetaldehyde, ammonia, arsenic, barium, 
benzene, cadmium, chromium, copper, dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde, methanol, 
manganese, mercury, n-hexane, naphthalene, nickel, toluene, and zinc.47 SLM’s 
modification activities will all increase emissions of PM2.5, NOx, VOCs, methanol, 
and GHGs (as CO2e).48 The Corps must consider this essential and recent report 
when deciding whether approving the permit is in the public interest—which it 
decidedly is not.  

b) The cumulative impacts of SLM’s activities would impose disproportionate 
harms on St. James Parish residents. The Corps’ public interest test must also 
account for cumulative impacts of a project, including the impacts of adding the toxic 
air pollutants listed above.49 Since 2015, Louisiana has approved air permits for seven 
facilities that are major sources of toxic air pollution in these river parishes—adding 
to the 200 industrial facilities already there.50 See Image 2, below. SLM’s 
modification proposal provides only that possibly cumulative impacts “are to be 
mitigated by purchasing credits” and that by doing so, there will be “no net loss of 

 
43 James, W. et al. Uneven Magnitude of Disparities in Cancer Risks from Air Toxics, 9 Int. J. Environ. 
Res. Public Health 4365–4385 (2012).   
44 Terrell, Kimberley A. Ph.D., et al., Toxic Air Pollution and Cancer in Louisiana, Tulane University 
Law School at 15 (June 2021), 
https://law.tulane.edu/sites/law.tulane.edu/files/u1625/LTR%20Cancer%20Rates%20v%20Pollution-
Related%20Risk%202021-6-21%20FINAL_0.pdf.  
45 Id. at 10, 15. Despite some public official claims to the contrary, the researchers determined that 
“Mapping parish-level smoking and obesity data (the finest geographic resolution available) revealed no 
evidence to suggest that these lifestyle factors were responsible for the putative link between pollution 
and cancer rates.” Id. at 10. 
46 Id. at 15.  
47 SLM, Title V Modification/ PSD Application (Title V Air Permit No. 2560-00292-V2, PSD Permit No. 
PSD-LA-780-M-1) to LDEQ at 12, 57 (Sept. 6, 2019).  
48 2019 Air Permit Application at 3-4.  
49 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(1). 
50 Younes, L. “In a Notoriously Polluted Area of the Country, Massive New Chemical Plants Are Still 
Moving In,” Pro Publica (2019), https://projects.propublica.org/louisiana-toxic-air/. 
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wetland/coastal water acreage or functions/values.”51 Clearly, this is inadequate for 
the purposes of informing the public and the Corps as to the foreseeable cumulative 
impacts of SLM’s proposal. SLM must not be allowed to skirt its responsibility to 
provide the Corps with a full evaluation of the project and modification activities’ 
cumulative impacts, and the Corps has a legal obligation to reject the permit 
application because of the project’s cumulative harms.  

 

 

 
51 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 14. 

Image 2: New and existing industrial facilities in St. James Parish, including SLM.  
Source: Justin Kray. 
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c) SLM’s facility will worsen the climate crisis. Approval of fossil fuel infrastructure 
projects—such as SLM—will cause additional climate damage that society cannot 
afford. The overwhelming scientific consensus has conclusively determined that 
without significant, rapid emissions reductions, warming will exceed 1.5 degrees 
Celsius (1.5°C) and will result in catastrophic damage around the world.52 Every 
fraction of additional warming above 1.5°C will worsen these harms, threatening 
people’s lives, health, safety, and livelihoods; as well as the economy and national 
security for this generation and future generations.53 In order to keep within the 1.5°C 
guardrail, the world’s fossil fuel production must decrease by roughly 6% per year 
between 2020 and 2030.54 The scientific evidence is overwhelming that every facet of 
the public interest, including those factors specifically enumerated in the non-
exhaustive list provided by 33 C.F.R. § 320.4, will be harmed by the approval of 
fossil fuel infrastructure projects and the years of greenhouse pollution they will 
produce.55 This is because the continued operation of existing fossil fuel 
infrastructure alone will produce warming in excess of the 1.5°C target. Thus, there is 
no room in the carbon budget for new fossil fuel approvals, and existing infrastructure 
must be retired early in order to meet our climate commitments. 

SLM estimates that the Methanol Facility will emit over 2 million tpy of CO2e.56 A 
“careful weighing” of the public interest, which requires the Corps 
to consider the “benefits which reasonably may be expected to accrue” against these 
projects’ “reasonably foreseeable detriments,” can thus only lead to one conclusion: 
the catastrophic impacts of SLM on our environmental, cultural, social, and economic 
systems overwhelmingly outweigh any purported benefits it might confer. In addition, 
President Biden directed all federal agencies to “combat the climate crisis” by 
“implementing a Government-wide approach that reduces climate pollution in every 
sector of the economy.” 57 This order expresses a clear public interest to move away 
from climate crisis-worsening projects, such as SLM. For these reasons, the Corps 
must deny SLM’s permit and modification activities.   

 
52 See Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 6th Assessment Report, Physical Science Basis – 
Summary for Policymakers (Aug. 9, 2021), 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_Headline_Statements.pdf.  
53 Id. 
54 Id. 
55 Id. 
56 2019 Air Permit Application at 4 (noting that the modification activities will account for 183 tpy 
CO2e). The modification activities, in other words, alone will emit the equivalent of burning over 
202,000 pounds of coal per year. See EPA, Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, 
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator. The Corps must note that these 
emissions numbers fail to include indirect emissions from the project, such as methanol extraction and 
transport. 
57 See Executive Order on Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad (Jan. 27, 2021), 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-on-tackling-
the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/.  
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d) The proposed facility and modification will worsen erosion and flood hazards. 
Coastal flooding is becoming more damaging as massive hurricanes and hurricane-
generated storm surges—such as those seen in the recent Hurricane Ida—grow more 
severe due to climate change.58 Under conservative estimates, storm surge is 
projected to increase by 25 to 47 percent along the U.S. Gulf and Florida coasts due 
to the combined effects of sea level rise and growing hurricane intensity.59 The 
federal government determined that climate change has increased the chances of 
torrential rains, like those that caused devastating floods in the Baton Rouge area in 
August 2018, by at least 40 percent.60 Wetlands serve as invaluable natural buffers 
that protect inland structures and communities from flooding.61 Because SLM 
proposes directly impacting over 38 acres of wetlands and other jurisdictional waters, 
authorizing permit MVN-2014-00702-CM will reduce Louisiana’s ability to 
withstand erosion and flooding. SLM’s proposal for off-site mitigation would not 
replace the essential functions the impacted wetlands provide.62 Moreover, SLM—a 
facility whose purpose is refining methanol, a fossil fuel—will contribute to the 
climate crisis, and stronger and more frequent storms. These impacts are not in the 
public interest.  

e) SLM’s activities will harm water quality and public water supplies. SLM 
proposes to withdraw 13 MGD from the freshwater Gramercy Aquifer in perpetuity,63 
an effort that will require installation of seven wells.64 The Gramercy Aquifer is the 
most used underground source of freshwater in St. James Parish, with daily 
withdrawals of 2.4 MGD.65 Yet SLM claims—citing only the company’s own 
study—that these massive, daily withdrawals “will have no adverse impacts,”66 and 
even that all of this pumping will improve the aquifer because it “will induce 
freshwater from the [Mississippi] to infiltrate the Gramercy.”67 There is no evidence 

 
58 Komar, Paul D. & Jonathan C. Allan, Increasing hurricane-generated wave heights along the U.S. East 
Coast and their climate controls, 24 J. of Coastal Research 479 (2008); Grinsted, Aslak, et al., 
Homogeneous record of Atlantic hurricane surge threat since 1923, 109 PNAS 19601 (2012); Tebaldi, C. 
et al., Modelling sea level rise impacts on storm surges along US coasts, 7 Envtl Research Letters 014032 
(2012). 
59 Balaguru, Karthik, et al., Future hurricane storm surge risk for the U.S. Gulf and Florida coasts based 
on projections of thermodynamic potential intensity, 138 Climatic Change 99 (2016).  
60 NOAA, Climate change increased chances of record rain in Louisiana by at least 40 percent, (Sept. 7, 
2016), https://www.noaa.gov/media-release/climate-change-increased-chances-of-record-rains-in-
louisiana-by-at-least-40-percent.  
61 Boesch, Donald F., et al, Scientific Assessment of Coastal Wetlands Loss, Restoration, and 
Management in Louisiana, Journal of Coastal Research at 20 (1994).  
62 Letter from Marvin Marmanade, Jr. to U.S. Army Corps, re: Ratliff Woodlands Mitigation Bank (Feb. 
1, 2021).  
63 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 15.  
64 Id. 
65 USGS, Water Resources of St. James Parish, Louisiana at 3 (June 2015), 
https://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2015/3038/pdf/fs2015-3038.pdf.  
66 SLM, Alternatives and Justification Analysis at 15. 
67 Id. at 14. 
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for these claims. Accordingly, the Corps must evaluate whether these depletions are 
contrary to the public interest, given the area’s use of the Gramercy Aquifer for 
freshwater, interconnectivity of the Gramercy Aquifer to other freshwater sources in 
the region and the harm that water withdrawals are having on the Mississippi River. 

f) SLM’s facility will threaten public safety. SLM’s facility and modification 
activities—particularly the five large methanol storage tanks—pose risks of chemical 
spills, vapor release, explosions, fires, malfunctions, and other accidents. As 
explained in the affidavit of Dr. Pless (included in the attached July 2020 comment 
letter), a methanol terminal and storage tanks are not compatible with the adjacent 
recreational and residential uses, and siting such activities in this area would create 
safety and health hazards.68 Moreover, the placement of SLM’s facility and 
infrastructure a mere mile away from homes and adjacent to a public park makes the 
public safety risk all the more immediate. And Gulf Coast petrochemical facilities 
have a bad track record during hurricanes, as Hurricanes Ida, Harvey, Katrina, and 
Rita not only flooded communities, but they also triggered industrial accidents and 
chemical releases.69  

g) SLM’s activities will threaten property ownership, the needs and welfare of 
people, and historic sites. The foreseeable harms to land use, property ownership, 
and the needs and welfare of the residents of Welcome, and St. James Parish more 
broadly, do not outweigh the potential benefits of the project. For one, SLM’s 
proposed marine terminal, truck entrance, haul roads, and other infrastructure 
proposed in the modification request would envelop three sides of the rectangular 
Welcome Park, an important recreational and social public space for St. James Parish 
District 5 community members.70 See diagram below. Second, the public health and 
safety of local residents—particularly those living in the area abutting the proposed 
facility and modification infrastructure—would be severely impacted as construction 
and operation of SLM facilities will increase harmful air and water pollution, pose 
safety risks, and lower property values.71 Finally, SLM’s activities will impact or 
destroy four historic sites, including two with “moderate to high research potential.”72 

 

 
68 Pless Aff., Part II(B). 
69 See, e.g., Qin, R., et al., An overview of the impact of Hurricane Harvey on chemical and process 
facilities in Texas, 45 Int’l J. of Disaster Risk Reduction 101453 (2020). 
70 Earthjustice et al., Letter to Louisiana Dep’t of Nat. Res., Office of Coastal Mgmt. at 6 (Dec 23, 2020). 
71 Pless Aff., Part II(B). 
72 SLM, Appendix A: Alternatives and Other Measures at 4-7; SLM, Appendix A: Alternatives and Other 
Measures at 4-7; SLM, Appendix C, Cultural Resources Review at 2 (Oct. 19, 2019).  



 

IV. Conclusion  

As with Formosa Plastics, SLM would be devastating to communities in St. James Parish and 
throughout Cancer Alley because of its exacerbation of environmental racism, toxic air 
emissions, harms to water supplies and wetlands, contributions to climate change, safety risks, 
threats to historic properties, and other forms of environmental destruction.  
As you showed leadership centering environmental justice with the Formosa Plastics 404 permit, 
we ask that you show the same leadership here by suspending and revoking permit MVN 2014‐
00702‐CM, denying the proposed modification, and ordering an EIS to analyze the impacts of 
both the underlying permit and modification request together in a new, combined permit. Even 
with that analysis, we believe there is no way in which SLM could pass the Corps’ section 
404(b)(1) guidelines or public interest test, meaning the permit must then be denied.  
Please reach out to Victoria Bogdan Tejeda, vbogdantejeda@biologicaldiversity.org and 
724.317.7029, should you wish to discuss this matter further.  

Thank you, 
 
Victoria Bogdan Tejeda 
Staff Attorney 
Center for Biological Diversity  
 
Anne Rolfes 
Director 
Louisiana Bucket Brigade 
 
Sharon Lavigne  
Founder 
RISE St. James 
 
Scott Eustis 
Community Science Director 
Healthy Gulf 
 
Virginia Richard 
Gulf Program Director 
SouthWings 
 
 
Cc: Neil T. Gauthier, Project Manager, neil.t.gauthier@usace.army.mil  
 
 

 
 


